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Northern Pacific Rattlesnake
By Joseph Belli

Creatures of Coe

Snakes have been reviled all over the world throughout the course of history, and venomous snakes have been
especially demonized. The U.S. is no exception, for rattlesnakes have become possibly the most feared creatures in our culture, and that fear has led to a lot of misunderstanding and the kind of widespread mistreatment few wildlife species have suffered. As cruel as coyote-killing contests and prairie dog shoot-ups are, rattlesnake roundups are worse. It’s time to give the devil his due, so to speak, and see rattlesnakes through a
clearer lens.
Rattlesnakes originated in what is
now northern Mexico and eventually spread north. Though keenly associated with the American West,
they’re found in every one of the
lower 48 states except Delaware,
with 32 species and numerous subspecies recognized. They’re diverse, occupying various habitats
from sea level to 11,000 feet. The
smallest barely reaches two feet in
length, while a huge diamondback
might exceed seven feet and weigh
15 pounds. And while it might be
easy to dismiss rattlesnakes as
simple, instinct-driven creatures,
they’re actually surprisingly complex and highly specialized.
As snakes go, rattlers are large-bodied and slow. They aren’t suited for stamina, and while they can swim,
they can’t climb trees. You could arguably claim they hear with their skin, smell with their tongue, and see
with their nostrils. Rattlers, like all snakes, lack ear openings, so they can’t hear airborne sounds, but they
can detect vibrations in the ground through their skin. Their forked tongue is a chemoreceptor, picking up
scent molecules. Their facial pits (which aren’t nostrils but could easily be mistaken for them) detect heat radiating off a body and “see” an image similar to that of an infrared camera. Those pits explain the origin of the
term ‘pit viper’, a subfamily of venomous snakes encompassing over 150 species worldwide. Rattlesnake vision
itself is merely adequate, not as sharp or acute as that of birds and some mammals. Thus, rattlesnakes use
their tongue and facial pits to locate prey— primarily small mammals and birds for adult snakes, lizards and
amphibians for juveniles. They typically ambush, waiting motionless along a scent-tinged pathway. Once detected, prey is bitten and injected with a dose of venom through a pair of hollow, needle-sharp fangs. The victim usually staggers off a short distance before succumbing. The snake locates it later, using its tongue to trail
the scent.
All of the aforementioned attributes are found to some degree in other snake species, but the rattle, on the
other hand, is unique to rattlesnakes. It probably evolved as a deterrent to oblivious grazing mammals and
would-be predators. At birth, rattlesnakes possess a single segment called a button. Every time the snake
sheds its skin it adds another segment. Young snakes shed frequently, while older snakes may shed only once
a year, so counting rattles to determine age isn’t accurate. The irony of rattling is that snakes can’t hear their
own rattle. But we can, and that’s a blessing, even if it startles the hell out of us. After all, how many dangerous creatures give off such an unambiguous warning? Rattlesnakes don’t always rattle before striking; if suddenly stepped on or grabbed they may bite immediately. And anyone who believes they can dodge a rattlesnake strike is delusional; for all their plodding ways and laconic behavior, rattlesnakes are highly accurate
and incredibly swift when striking, far too fast for anyone to react to.
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Northern Pacific Rattlesnake, continued…
Fortunately for people, rattlesnakes don’t always inject venom when striking in self-defense. It’s estimated
that around 25% of the bites directed toward people are dry. That’s good news, because rattlesnake venom isn’t
something to be taken lightly. Though the nature and toxicity varies between species (some are milder than
others, but most are potentially lethal), all rattlesnake venoms destroy tissue or inhibit blood clotting. As such,
bites should be treated at a hospital. A dry bite may not be any more serious than the bite of a gopher snake,
but the swelling that indicates venom sometimes takes time to appear, and delaying a trip to the hospital
might cost a body part. You didn’t really want that finger anyway.
The do-it-yourself approach to treating snakebite that was so prevalent in my youth—applying tourniquets,
making an incision and trying to suction out the venom—has been thoroughly discredited, yet treatment is
costly. Antivenom is in short supply and very expensive; a serious bite could require over $50,000 worth, and
that’s not including other charges such as time spent in the hospital.
Another dubious adage is that small rattlesnakes are more dangerous than large ones, because they have a
reputation for always injecting venom instead of delivering dry bites. I’m not sure I’m buying that, but even if
it’s true, I’d still prefer getting bitten by a small snake. They have smaller venom glands and can’t inject as
much as larger snakes. Their fangs are also smaller and less likely to penetrate fabric. On the other hand,
small rattlers are harder to see, and the button doesn’t make much noise. Their size makes it easier for them
to get into garages and buildings through openings an adult could never access. To me, small rattlers are more
dangerous only in the sense that they’re harder to notice and might show up in unexpected places—especially
indoors.
When I joined the volunteer corps at Coe, the story on rattlesnake bites in the park was that there had been a
grand total of three in the park’s history. None were accidental; in all three cases the victim had chosen to engage with the snake. I don’t know if there have been subsequent bites since, but it aroused my curiosity, so I
did some research on rattlesnake bites and came across an 8-year study conducted in Arizona. Here are some
of its findings:
*80% of the victims were male.
*Over 50% were bitten on their own property—sometimes indoors.
*2/3 of the victims were between 11-40 years old.
*2/3 were bitten on the upper extremities (mostly fingers), 1/3 on lower extremities.
*2/3 of the snakes involved were less than 20 inches long.

***

If you were a resident of Tucson and enjoyed the outdoors, you might feel compelled to acquaint yourself with
the five different rattlesnake species sharing the region with you. In Coe, we’re comparatively impoverished,
for the park has but one, the Northern Pacific rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus oreganus), a subspecies of Western Rattlesnake. Northern Pacifics are fairly large, growing up to five feet long. On the danger scale, they received four out of a possible five skulls in a reference book judging rattlesnakes on a combination of venom toxicity and temperament. Northern Pacifics received that ominous rating due more to the strength of their venom than their attitude. Southern Pacific Rattlesnakes, found from San Luis Obispo County south, earned a full
five skulls. Evidently they’re a bit more ornery.

Continued on page 4...
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Northern Pacific Rattlesnake, continued…
Like most snakes, Northern Pacific Rattlesnakes are seen most frequently in spring, when they’re out searching for mates or food after a winter of inactivity. As summer approaches and days get hotter, they may become
more nocturnal, and although temperatures cool in fall, the need for food is less and mating has concluded, so
they’re less active than in spring. Winter is spent sheltered from the elements, though some may surface during stretches of mild, sunny weather.
Gopher snakes are sometimes confused with rattlesnakes—both are large and have a pattern of blotching
along the length of the body, but the rattle (or lack thereof) tells you all you need to know. In the event the tail
is out of view, simply look at the head, which is triangular in rattlesnakes and sleek in gopher snakes.
In the event that you do happen upon a rattlesnake, giving it a wide berth will ensure that your encounter is a
pleasant one. Individual snakes vary in temperament, but even the most cantankerous rattlers aren’t aggressive, and they don’t go out of their way to bite people. It’s encouraging to note that the Arizona study showed
that only 2% of bite victims were hiking. It’s also worth remembering that rattlesnakes aren’t capable of striking beyond the length of their body. Since the largest rattlers at Coe are limited to five feet, it would seem that
practicing the six-foot social distancing recommendation is sound strategy for more than just Covid-19.
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Wild All Purpose Soap
How about a product that works as an antiseptic wash, dandruff
shampoo, glue, green dye, a brush, a fishing device, and it’s edible. You
won't find it at Costco but it might be in your backyard. This miracle
product is the native plant called Wavy-leaf Soap Plant.
Its scientific name is Chlorogalum Pomeridianum. Chloeoa is Greek
for green and gala means milk, for the green sap found in the plant. The Latin meaning of pomeridianum is
past mid-day for the evening blooming flowers.
The plant has numerous long slender spear-shaped wavy leaves growing in a rosette (a radiating cluster of
leaves). In early summer, a long stem starts growing from the center of the rosette. As it grows it splits into
long loose stems, the whole affair can be up to about 6 feet tall. Soon,
white flowers will appear. They start as capsule-shaped buds which when
open have 6 arching tepals (petals and sepals that look alike). There is a
green or purple vein down the middle of each tepal. Individual buds will
open in the late afternoon and close up before morning. Each flower has
only one chance to be pollinated.
The white flowers, with a long pistil and 6 long stamens, are sweetly scented. Being light colored and scented, the flowers attract night-flying moths.
Moths have antennae that can “smell” the sweet scent and they can easily
see the white flowers in the dark. Other night-active insects also pollinate
the flowers and I've often noticed bumble bees feeding on soap plant flowers in the early evening.
Native Americans had many uses for the plant. Young leaves were eaten
as well as the cooked bulbs. Juice of new leaves was pricked into skin to
create green tattoos. The bulbs are more or less pear shaped and about 4
inches long and covered with stiff brown fibers. Raw bulbs contains the
toxin Saponin. When mixed with water, it forms a soapy foam that was
used on poison oak rashes, as an antiseptic, and a shampoo for dandruff
that also killed head lice and left the user with pleasantly soft hair. The
foamy substance was also used for washing clothes, blankets, and baskets. The roasted bulb exuded a sticky
material that was used to attach feathers to arrows shafts and to seal baskets. This glue was also used to make
a handy brush by gluing together the outer bristly fibers of the bulb. The brush was used in the processing of
acorn meal (I use the one that Teddy Goodrich made me, for various kitchen jobs). The crushed bulbs, loaded
with the toxic Saponin, were placed into dammed up streams to stupefy fish--now quite illegal to do.
Although this plant is common at Coe, remember it's illegal to collect it in the park. Get your all-purpose soap
at Costco.
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Condor Update

Creatures of Coe

By Joseph Belli

As spring progresses and days grow longer, California condors take advantage of the longer days to explore.
With many of the Central Coast’s 100-plus condors sporting GPS units, we’re more equipped than ever to discover where they go on a daily basis. This spring, a handful of condors have made it up to Coe Park. Here’s a
summary of their movements, and a little bit about each bird.
On May 10, condors #692 and #912 became the first to visit Coe this year. Both arrived in tandem, showing up
first at Burra Burra Peak. #692 wandered over to Rock
Springs Peak, where he spent the night, while #912 flew
north.
#692 is an adult male, released at Pinnacles National Park
in 2015. This year, he and his mate, #726, established a territory in Pinnacles and attempted to nest. As is often the
case with young adults, the nest failed, but in the process
#692 became one of the park’s most visible condors. He’s developed a reputation for being a little too inquisitive, for on
several occasions he’s landed close to people and rummaged
through day packs placed on the ground nearby.
#912 is a younger male who hatched in Pinnacles in 2018.
After arriving in the southern section of Coe, he continued
exploring, flying east of Mt. Sizer and up to Isabel Peak north
#692
of the park. On the return trip he skirted the western edge of the park, spending the evening on the ridge just
north of Harvey Bear County Park before returning to Pinnacles.
On May 28, #878 flew east of Coe, traveling as far as the
mountains just south of Livermore in Alameda County.
While that’s not unprecedented, it’s as far north as any of
the Central California flock has ever wandered. On her way
back she roosted on Divide Ridge in the Thomas Addition,
which is much easier for her to access than the rest of us.
#878 also hatched in Pinnacles, in 2017. Unfortunately, the
young female’s GPS showed her motionless at the end of
June, and her body was recovered in a remote area south of
Pinnacles.
On June 3, two more condors took separate routes to the
park. #827, a male released at Pinnacles in 2017, skirted the
west side of the park, flying high over Anderson Reservoir
and Holiday Lake Estates before heading back south. #800,
#878
who hatched in a nest east of Pinnacles in 2015, flew over the Orestimba Wilderness before trekking northeast
to Highway 5 before returning to more familiar territory.
Summer so far has been quiet, but condors can be reasonably expected to visit Coe into early fall. And while
the flock has experienced a sobering seven deaths this year, there are also a record eight chicks that have
hatched and are just a couple of months away from making their first flights. I wonder which of those will be
the first to discover Coe?
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Who Was F. A. Hyde?
By Teddy Goodrich, PRA Historian
Volumes could be written about the notorious career of F.A. Hyde who rose from a clerk’s position in the San
Francisco Land Office to accumulate hundreds of thousands of acres of public land in California and other
western states. Between 1899 and 1926 he acquired 87 homesteads in 27 counties in California. His brother
Marcus Hyde acquired 16, his half brother Henry Gove, 2, and his cohort, Alex Morrison, 11. Outside of California he acquired 32 in Oregon, 19 in Washington, 17 in Idaho, 8 in Nevada, 2 in Utah, 9 in Arizona, 8 in New
Mexico, 2 in Oklahoma and 5 in Minnesota! In the Diablo Range, estimates of his land holdings vary from
100,000 to 150,000 acres. Both in and adjacent to the present day park, he owned approximately 44,000 acres
in the Orestimba, and about 30,000 acres along Coyote Creek, primarily in what would become the Coit and
Redfern additions.
Born in 1847 in Syracuse, New York, Frederick Andrew Hyde first appears in California in the 1870 Federal
Census, living in San Francisco with his wife, Filena, his brother, Marcus, and sister, Caroline. His occupation:
“clerk in land office.” Ten years later the 1880 Federal Census finds him still living in San Francisco with Filena and daughters Alice and Florence but his occupation has changed: “San Francisco land office attorney.”
Hyde used his position in the land office to acquire land illegally with the help of dishonest land officers, notaries, and entry men. The entry men were ranch hands, office workers, janitors, and bank clerks, eager to earn
a little money by filing for homestead land they would never see nor occupy. There were always more men
available who would swear that all the conditions for acquiring a homestead had been met.
The Lieu-land Act enacted in June, 1897 when the federal government began to establish forest reserves, was
yet another windfall for Hyde and his associates. A settler who had received a grant in a forest reserve could
exchange it for any public land outside a preserve that Hyde wanted. It was simple enough to find someone to
file for a homestead in heavily forested Mendocino, Mariposa, or Tuolumne Counties where much land was
destined to become National Forest , then exchange it for land that was more valuable for commerce or agriculture in Monterey, Santa Barbara, or Santa Clara County.
On September 20, 1884, the following article appeared in the Gilroy Advocate: “Hyde and Company, land attorneys of San Francisco, has recently made large purchases of land in the Mt. Hamilton District. We believe
they now control seven or eight thousand acres.” Local people were alarmed, especially when Hyde began challenging land owners regarding their right to their property. Were their taxes delinquent? Did they have clear
title to their land?
As if to placate worried Gilroy citizens, Hyde established nearby headquarters for his sprawling ranch and
hired local men to run it. He chose Gilroy native Bent Neel as his foreman and for his headquarters the Martin
House on Canada Road. Hyde established another headquarters on the Orestimba Ranch, adjacent to today’s
park. In 1901 yet another Gilroyan, C.A. Orr, was hired to put in a phone line running from the Martin Ranch
to Hyde’s headquarters in the Orestimba.
On the 1890 map of Santa Clara County, we see his name appearing on parcels here and there, mostly along
Coyote Creek and its tributaries; on land on either side of Madrone Soda Springs, along the East Fork of Coyote Creek, and along Pacheco Creek. A bit of sleuthing reveals he has allies working with him, his half brother,
Henry Gove, and a business associate, A.F. Morrison. Their names appear along Coyote Creek and its tributaries; Henry Gove also owned property along the portion of Orestimba Creek that is in Santa Clara County.
The 1902 map of Santa Clara County is even more revealing. By now huge portions of land along all the waterways leading into Coyote Creek bear the name F.A. Hyde. One huge addition was the approximately 10,000
acre Willson ranch that he purchased from Horace Willson’s widow, Eunice, in 1901.
Continued on page 8...
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Who Was F. A. Hyde?, continued…
Numerous newspaper articles appeared in the Gilroy Advocate and the San Jose Evening News regarding the
future of the Coyote Watershed early in 1901. The intent is to “impound the water for domestic irrigation and
power purposes. Authentic information indicates definitely that the building of two immense reservoirs are in
contemplation. . . . . “The exact location of the proposed dam is in section 12, township 9 south, range 1 east. . .
. . a subsidiary dam will be placed at the intersection of Hunting Hollow and Coyote Creek, two miles further
east.”
Meanwhile George Dunlap of Gilroy filed a petition with the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors for
franchises to build electric or steam railroads connecting several towns in the county: Alviso, San Jose, Gilroy
and Santa Clara. The same syndicate who secured control of Coyote Creek is “believed to be behind the enterprises made public today in the application for franchises. If so, the company has ample power to operate the
roads by electricity from their proposed powerhouse at the headwaters of the Coyote.” Dunlap was awarded
the contract for the franchises, but their future was tied up in court as Myron Wolf sued, claiming his bids for
some of the franchises were higher than Dunlap’s.
Then the wheels came off the bus.
Early in 1904, a Grand Jury in Washington charged Hyde and a number of his associates with fraud in connection with public lands. It took eight years for justice to be served. On June 22, 1912, “Frederick A. Hyde, once a
prominent figure in the political, professional, and social life of San Francisco has been determined by the Supreme Court of the United States to be a common felon.” He was sentenced to pay a fine of $10,000 and to
serve two years in prison at the penitentiary in Moundsville, West Virginia. The expense of the trial was reported to be in excess of $100,000.00.
Given the quixotic nature of Hyde’s life, his sentence was eventually commuted to one year and one day. Some
claim when he left prison, it was to return to the same life of deceit. Any documentation of his life post prison
is hard to find. He is not living with his wife and family in either the 1910 or 1920 census. In 1914 he is living
on 1626 Octavia in San Francisco, and in 1919 at 1810 Gough where he describes his occupation as
“capitalist.” Almost certainly this is Hyde in 1920 when he gives his name as Frank A. Hyde. He is living at
the posh Hotel Oakland on 13th Street near Lake Merritt. His occupation: manager of a corporation. Frederick
Hyde died May 12, 1925 and is buried in Mt. View Cemetery in Oakland.
There is an ironic footnote. His brother and sometimes collaborator, Marcus, bereft of family in his last illness,
died in 1930 after being confined for years in Oakland’s King’s Daughter’s Home for “incurables.” His last resting place, an unendowed area of the same cemetery, marked only by a brick, stamped with his name.
Sources:
Gilroy Advocate, various issues, September 20, 1884, July – September, 1901, June 22, 1912, November 1,
1913
San Jose Evening News, various issues, April 1901 – February 1904
San Francisco Call – February 2, 1902
General Land Office Records – BLM
Everybody’s Magazine, Vol. 12, 1905
Ancestry
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Epilogue - Getting inside Fred Hyde’s head
By Teddy Goodrich, PRA Historian
When writing about someone like Fred Hyde, I want to get inside their head. What motivated him? Was it
nature or nurture?
Fred Hyde’s mother, Vestatia Morris, was born in upstate New York in 1825, and his father, Dr. John Sebastian Hyde was born in Connecticut in 1820. They were married in Syracuse, New York in 1845. Fred, their
first child, was born May 6, 1848 in New York. A second child, a son, named Marcus Darius after Vestatia’s
father, was born May 7, 1849 in Jamaica, West Indies.
Why Jamaica? Another couple’s story provides a clue. William Evarts and Lucy Ann Hall were married August 3, 1840 in Ohio, and sailed for Jamaica, September 10, 1840 as missionaries under the auspices of the
American Missionary Association. It seems logical then that Vestatia and John were also in Jamaica as missionaries.
March, 1851: “Rejecting their marriage: John S. Hyde to his wife Vestatia J. Morris, Lucy Ann Hall to her husband William Evarts.” In other words John and Lucy decided they didn’t want to be married to their current
spouses anymore. Pregnant at the time with her third child, Vestatia returned to New York. There was no
legal divorce, and John Hyde never formally married Lucy, but called her his spiritual wife. Vestatia gave
birth to her third child, a daughter, Caroline, in Syracuse, New York, where she lived with her widowed mother, Polly. After her daughter’s birth, she worked as a teacher to support her family.
John Hyde left Jamaica with Lucy and her children and lived for a while in Missouri. Civil War draft records
indicate he was a physician for the Union Army during the war. By 1870 he was living in Chautauqua County, New York, occupation: fruit grower. He had become a member of the Brotherhood of the New Life, founded
by Thomas Lake Harris. John followed him to Santa Rosa, California where Harris founded Fountain Grove, a
utopian society. Members turned over all their earthly possessions to Harris and worked in the vineyard or
the winery. Harris left in 1892, ending Fountain Grove’s existence. The last remnant of the utopian community, a landmark round barn, burned in the Tubbs Fire.
John S. Hyde died in 1899 and is buried in King County, Washington.
Vestatia remarried in 1859 to Captain Albion Gove. She died in 1903. In her will, she left each of her sons
$5.00. She left $10,000 to her daughter, Caroline, and her home to her son Marcus’ wife, Alice Hyde.
What motivated Frederick Hyde? A childhood of poverty, or the genes he inherited from his undoubtedly gifted but radical father?
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F. A. Hyde and the Phoneline Connection
By Paul Liebenberg
I had the privilege of reading Teddy Goodrich’s article about the enigmatic Mr. Hyde before publication; I was
working on an article of my own dealing more specifically with features of his era found in the park. Though
before I start on this, I should mention that we’re just scratching the surface about the persona of Hyde; before he fell from grace he was referenced nearly weekly in the society sections of San Francisco newspapers--- a
real “man about the town”.
My story begins about 10 years ago when I finally developed the stamina to ride my bike as far into Coe Park
as the Phoneline Trail (runs between Pacheco Ridge Road and Coit Road); not seeing any evidence of one
(phone poles, wire) I inquired as to the name and was told “…there used to be a phoneline there”. I made the
assumption that the phoneline probably had to do with the activities of Frank Coit; not too far from Phoneline
Trail there is a little shack by the corral on Pacheco Creek upstream from Pacheco Camp where it can be seen
that a phone was once mounted.
Fast forward to mid-summer 2017 and I was scouting the unmapped “NN-125” trail on the flank of Bill’s Hill
as a future project for the trail crew when I spotted what I first thought to be a kite string caught between 2
trees. When I got closer, I determined it to be some sort of bare wire and it continued between several trees.
And connected to those trees by insulators. It was thin wire, like that used for “hot wire” fencing but it was far
too high off the ground for that purpose. (I do not believe giraffes were ever ranched in Coe!)
Doing some research via the Internet when I got home, I found that it was most likely a “ground return path
single conductor communications wire”, either telegraph or telephone. Fairly common in old rural phone systems, the kind you crank to place a call. I knew there were telegraph wires leading to the Gilroy Hot Springs
but this location was far from that route.
During an interview I had done earlier with the late Jack Sturla he had mentioned a cabin being along Hunting Hollow Creek near the Gibson Pond; perhaps this was a phoneline for it? The wire was heading in the
correct direction for this.
I then contacted Teddy about what she might know about the phoneline or the cabin; the cabin was news to
her, but she knew of a 1901 report of a phone system being installed for the Orestimba Rancho of F. A. Hyde.
This wire I had found was heading in the right direction for that also; indeed, it went right past the alleged
Gibson cabin site and continued across the canyon and up to Wagon Road.
I will interject here what is known as “Wagon Road” went only as far as Willson Camp, having been built by
Horace Willson much earlier. Along with the phoneline Hyde constructed a “wagon road” all the way to his
Orestimba Ranch headquarters, originally the Robeson homestead. What we now know as Wagon Road, portions of Coit Road, portions of Pacheco Ridge Road, Phoneline Trail, Alquist Trail (Figures 1 and 2) and portions of Orestimba Creek Road were all part of Hyde’s route. It was said to have taken a loaded wagon 2 days
to travel the full distance.
Over the next couple of years, I spent much of my spare time in the park tracing both the phoneline and the
original “wagon road” route. South of Pacheco Camp they are both easy to follow once one becomes used to
what to look for. There are a couple of phone poles (square tapered redwood, repurposed telegraph poles) still
standing, some wire still strung between trees and dozens of trees with small white ceramic insulators with
bits of wire still attached (Figure 3). It seems that much of wire either fell or was pulled down and once on the
ground it had been gathered up perhaps for livestock safety or perhaps for scrap metal. I have found where
some of this wire was likely repurposed on the former Coit property; it can be identified by the loops where the
wire was lashed to the insulators.

Continued on page 11...
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F. A. Hyde and the Phoneline Connection, continued…
North of Pacheco Camp, the phoneline becomes much harder to trace, glass insulators were used there and
being as they have antique value have long ago (perhaps from before becoming part of the park) been
“looted” (Figure 4). Most of the wire is gone too (like from the Phoneline Trail!) but enough remains to trace
the phoneline partway to down the Alquist Trail. Beyond that I found a single location halfway to the Rooster
Comb. Curiously, there is a big hank of phone wire “hiding in plain sight” in a tree right alongside Coit Road a
bit north of Pacheco Camp (Figure 5).
Another interesting tidbit is that it appears that 2 teams started stringing the wire, one starting from the
south at the Canada Road HQ and the other starting from the north at the Orestimba Ranch HQ. The two
teams apparently overshot one another in the vicinity of Mississippi Creek forming an “eye” in the phoneline.
Either that or the phoneline was put in before the road and was moved later to be closer to the road.
We know the phone system was up and running in 1906, in the July 14 edition of the Gilroy Advocate was an
article titled “Fierce Fire Raging at Orestimba Ranch”. It continued; “A disastrous mountain fire, originating
near San Luis Ranch, has swept over thousands of acres of pasture land on the Orestimba Ranch during the
week. A telephone message from the ranch last evening stated that the fire was within two hundred yards of
the ranch house…”
We have not discovered the fate of the phone system; it would have been the choice for connecting the WW-2
aircraft lookout station on Bear Mountain. There is one report of wire being seen as far north as Mississippi
Lake but I have been unable to locate any. Just south of Phegley Ridge there is hardware on a pole that is of
manufacture no earlier than the 1950’s and nearby marks from a chainsaw that was used to clear tree limbs.
So perhaps the later Redfern Ranch had also used the system?
Figure 1: Portion of 1921 Geological Survey “War Department” Gilroy Hot Springs map showing Hyde’s wagon
road.
Figure 2: Section of current Coe map showing same area as Figure 1. Note Alquist Trail.
Figure 3: Ceramic insulator in oak tree along Wagon Road.
Figure 4: Broken glass insulator remains in the park probably because it was not worth “looting”; I was happy
to have spotted it just the same.
Figure 5: Phone wire embedded in tree along Coit Road. When found, wire has often been gathered up in sloppy coils.
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In Memoriam - Roy Ross
By a friend of Roy’s
February 1, 1961 - May 1, 2020
This could be called a profile of a visitor to Henry W. Coe State Park.
Among those who trammel deeply in and upon the wrinkles Earth was
Roy Ross. He was a self propelled explorer. He loved Henry W Coe
State Park.
At 59 years old, Roy died from Creuzfeld-Jakob Disease, CJD, on May
1, 2020. According to the Mayo Clinic https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseasesconditions/creutzfeldt-jakob-disease/symptoms-causes/syc-20371226 CJD is a rare
and fatal degenerative brain disorder estimated to affect 1 in a million
people per year. CJD is caused by the progressive replication of a dysfunctional prion protein in the brain which eludes the native detection
and defense mechanisms of the body.
Starting with family trips from the 80’s, over the years Roy Ross became intimate with the workings of Coe Park through a long series of
mountain bike rides, backpacking trips, and volunteer trail-work.
Photo by Eric P
From an intense period of weekend mountain bike rides starting in the
early 2000’s Roy conditioned his lanky frame, mind and spirit, into a happy go lucky riding machine.
GPS records from Roy’s public Strava account record 78,014 miles. A friend wrote: “as I calculated, the earth
circumference is 24,901 miles, and his total mileage is 78,014 miles, enough to go around the earth 3.13 times
https://forums.mtbr.com/california-norcal/roy-ross-aka-plymmer-r-i-p-1135887.html#post14720351. These statistics are incomplete because the first record is from a Coe ride on June 21, 2008. The writer was present for that ride and
his record under-reported the correct number of mile and ascending.
Once GPS records of rides became a thing, Roy became fanatical about collecting them. It was something wonderful to observe, for it attested to the value that each and every moment in life intrinsically contains, and how
earnestly Roy lived his life.
This is a story of an intense man who lived on purpose and how all those who came into his acquaintance liked
him, a lot. If a landscape could love a man, the hills and canyons of Coe would Roy owned and operated a red
1963 Plymouth Valiant convertible which on any given weekend graced the parking lot of Hunting Hollow
from sunrise to sundown. No bike rack needed when you could just put the bike in the backseat. This car was
emblematic of a seldom seen mystery mountain biking man. The car would be there before most began their
excursions, and solitary there remained, as they left. In Coe exploration, Roy spent every precious moment of
day, and sometimes night, he could.
Eventually Roy became known by others who frequented the Hollow. The red Plymouth had a special connection to his other vocation as a radio personality.
Roy was a staff member, production director and DJ at KFJC, the pioneering Los Altos CA FM radio station at
Foothill College for over 30 years https://kfjc.org/about/silent-mic/petedixon.php. Pete Dixson was Roy’s studio
name and his regular spot was Monday nights on a show called “Beyond Room 222”. Room 222 is the name of
a television series that aired from 1969 to 1974. Roy, in an apparently calculated manner, appropriated the
persona of the protagonist, Pete Dixon, as his radio handle. In the intro video to the program the main character, Pete Dixon, drives a 1963 Plymouth convertible to Walt Whitman High School. This is the same type of
car that Roy would drive to Coe from Sunnyvale.
Continued on page 13...
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In Memoriam, continued…
Roy himself was a gentle person with whom you could discuss nearly anything as you pedaled along a country
mile. Time and again conversations could dive deeply into modern social situations entertained at the most
sober and honest levels attainable.
At the same time, he was never too far away from laughter and fun. Everyone fondly remembers Roy for his
signature laughter, the way he would raise his shoulders prior to dropping them and toss back his majestically
rich head of black hair back and open his jaw for a full bellied laugh.
Roy was hard on himself sometimes. It was as though he’d hold a grudge against himself, never anyone else,
for not achieving some standard he’d set for himself. He earned many nicknames. One of them, perhaps infamously, was that of “The Angry Climbing Man”, for as some witnessed, he could be heard chastising himself in
Coe on those rare occasions when he failed to ride up a difficult trail without putting a foot down.
After 2012 Roy quit volunteer trail work at Coe and began riding with the SF Randonneurs. It was here
where he matriculated into a veteran long distance bicycle rider. Randonneur rides are specially designed
routes that cover 200 km or more. Roy completed rides in excess to 1000 km. Cycling culminated in Roy’s
qualification completion of the prestigious classis Paris-Brest-Paris brevet of 1200 km in less than 80 hours in
2019.
Roy was well received and known in the Randonneur community. An award for riders completing all sections
of an Adventure Series is being named after him.
It was in the hills of Henry W. Coe State Park upon Sada Coe’s Lost Trails of Santa Clara that Roy honed his
talent for endurance riding. Possibly chief among these talents is one beyond the physical training; that knack
for mental toughness which Roy exhibited on a daily basis, from bike commuting, to showing up where duty
called, and to create a legacy for his admirers.

Photo by Charlie K

Photo by Robert S
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GeoCorner
By Dave Waldrop
Virtual Geo Tour of Coe Park Hosted by Santa Clara County Libraries, now available online.
Henry Coe State Park has traditionally been accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Hikers, campers,
bicyclists, backpackers, horseback riders and explorers of all kinds enjoy the park, from easy trails close to the
park entrances to adventures deep within. Hundreds of park visitors have enjoyed Guided MeetUp hikes over
the past few years, featuring the park’s many natural elements.
All that changed a few months back. Now access is limited, just when people could most benefit from a deep
experience in the park. As Sada Coe Robinson who donated her family’s original 12,000-acre Pine Ridge Ranch
back in 1953 observed, “May these quiet hills bring peace to the souls of those who are seeking.”
Shutdowns have impacted many groups, including those served by the Santa Clara County Libraries popular
in-person summer reading programs. They pivoted to create virtual offerings in several areas. A virtual tour of
the Geology of Henry W. Coe State Park fit perfectly with their summer reading program: Dig Deeper! Read,
Investigate, Discover. The Virtual Tour presented live on July 25 th attracted 43 Zoom participants and another 30 joined the Facebook live stream. It was recorded and is now available on the Santa Clara County Library
Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/SCCLD/videos/588186211897076
Michael Hundt from the Pine Ridge Association volunteer committee helped to arrange this, and it was presented by Dr. Anne Sanquini and Dr. Ellen P. Metzger. Anne and Ellen have been involved with Coe park for
many years, collaborating on geologic research and the creation of interpretive opportunities.
They quickly came to realize that by making a virtual tour, they could not only take participants anywhere in
this great park but could enhance participant experience by taking them anywhere in the world! Coe Geology
is quite complex and has in many ways been an enigma for earth scientists. It is dominated by the Franciscan
Formation, a heterogeneous group of rocks found especially on the San Francisco Peninsula and in the California Coast Ranges.
The Virtual Tour incorporates animations of the supercontinent of Pangea breaking apart 180 million years
ago, thereby setting up the westward motion of North America, and animations of the continental plate overriding the oceanic plate and feeding an ancient arc of volcanoes in the Sierra Nevada. Participants are taken
to a vast chain of underseas volcanoes where new basaltic crust is being created today including a “spreading
center” one can see on land in Iceland. Also presented are images of evolving plankton that have been swimming in the earth’s oceans for over 600 million years, and geothermal fields active today and in the past. Areas
of current subduction feeding magma to volcanoes similar to our own Sierra Nevada many years ago are also
included in the virtual tour.
The presentation includes selected maps from the Pine Ridge Association so that even participants who are
not familiar with the park can locate themselves with ease in the example rock areas.
The talk concludes with economic opportunities mined at Coe Park over the years, including Cinnabar deposits for Mercury, associated with the Gold Rush, and Malachite deposits for Copper associated with munitions
for the Civil War.
A list of resources was also provided including links to many coepark.net resources and other relevant information downloadable for free from the USGS and other sources.

Continued on page 15...
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GeoCorner continued…

Dr. Anne Sanquini shown with virtual background
at the walnut trees, near the House Homestead in
Hunting Hollow.

Dr. Ellen Metzer covered the California State Rock,
serpentinite, and also the young volcanic rocks from
Dowdy Ranch. Dr. Metzger has active research projects
underway for each of these areas in the park.
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Pine Ridge Association - Financials
By Rick Casey, PRA Treasurer
As with the rest of the world, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a large impact on the PRA’s finances this year.
Due to the park closure for most of this year, income and expenses are significantly down when compared
with the first half of 2019.
The one bright spot was a generous grant of $50,000 from Anne and Richard Sanquini. The intention is to use
these funds for annual grants to San Jose State University students of up to $5,000 each year. The SJSU students receiving the grants will conduct research, working with park volunteers, on the geology of the park and
create related interpretive materials that can be used for park programs.
Let’s hope the shutdowns end soon and we can all get back to doing what we love; helping keep Henry W. Coe
State Park as the special place that it is!
H1-2020

H1-2019

Change

$ 394,104
$ 141,062
$ 58,686
$
1,883
$ 595,735
$
14

$ 330,200
$ 142,324
$ 65,793
$
3,632
$ 541,949
$
3,593

$ 63,904
$ (1,261)
$ (7,108)
$ (1,748)
$ 53,786
$ (3,578)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55,729
646
7,177
2,225
178
65,955
6,481
59,474

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,799
3,273
22,172
1,330
32,918
70,492
3,011
67,481

$ 44,930
$ (2,627)
$ (14,995)
$
895
$ (32,740)
$ (4,537)
$
3,470
$ (8,007)

$
$
$
$

2,287
6,550
8,837
50,637

$
$
$
$

14,399
17,941
32,339
35,142

$
$
$
$

Balance Sheet
Total bank accounts
Marketable Securities
Inventory
Other assets
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Profit & Loss
Income
Total Donations*
Investment Income
Visitor center sales**
Membership dues
Program Income
Total Income
Cost of goods sold
Gross Profit
Expenses
Interpretive program expenses
Operations and other expenses
Total Expenses
Net Income

(12,112)
(11,390)
(23,502)
15,496

* Includes $50,000 Sanquini Science Research grant
** Includes online map and wildflower book sales
Program Activity, H1-2020
Event

Revenue

Cost

Profit/Loss

Mother’s Day Breakfast
5K/10K Fun Run
Backcountry Weekend
T-Fest
GYHS Programs
Ranch Days
`
Coit Camp Weekend
Coe Outings, Backpack

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(2)
180
-
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215
59
40
-

(215)
(61)
180
(40)
-

New PRA Members
We are pleased to welcome the new members listed below. Thank you for your support.
We need your help to keep our membership list current and accurate. If you have any questions regarding your
membership or to let us know of any change of address, please contact us.
Stephen Bradley, Fremont
Tryphena Gohmann, San Jose
John Keesling and Michelle Rodriguez, San Jose
Kelly Larsen, Gilroy

Peter Palmer, Cupertino
Timothy Ryan, San Francisco
Bonnie Stoehn, Santa Cruz
Mary Williams, Morgan Hill

Email: membership@coepark.net
U.S. mail: 9100 East Dunne Avenue, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
http://coepark.net/pineridgeassociation/join

PRA Announcement
By Dave Waldrop
The Pine Ridge Association is pleased to announce the selection of the first annual “Sanquini Science Research”
award to Alex Meyer, a Junior enrolled in the 2020/2021 San Jose State University Geology Program. The award
is for $5,000 and is expected to fund ongoing scientific study of volcanic rocks at Henry W. Coe State Park.
The San Jose State Department of Geology faculty advisor for this award to Alex Meyer is Dr. Ellen Metzger. In
addition to her duties as Professor, Geology and Science Education, Dr. Metzger is also the Co-Director, Bay Area Environmental STEM Institute (BAESI).
For more information and to find out about interpretive and research assistant opportunities, contact volunteer
Dave Waldrop, who is acting as liaison for the PRA board to San Jose State University for this program.

Alex Meyer. Photo by Ellen Metzger, SJSU.
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Pine Ridge Association
Henry W. Coe State Park
9100 East Dunne Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

PRA Board of Directors
Paul Gillot, President
Michael Ingrassia, Vice President
Steve McHenry, Secretary
Rick Casey, Treasurer
Elena Armstrong
Dan Benefiel
Ken Howell
Joe Machado
Manny Pitta, Chair of the Volunteer Committee
Stuart Organo, Supervising Ranger
PRA Volunteer Committee
Jen Naber, Volunteer Coordinator
John Verhoeven, Volunteer Coordinator
Manny Pitta, Chair
Ken Howell
Michael Hundt
Kathryn Levine
Allene Liebenberg
Michael Newburn
John Thatcher

Contributors for this issue
Sue Harwager, publisher
Patrick Goodrich, co-editor
Teddy Goodrich, co-editor, author
Joseph Belli, author, photographer
Barry Breckling, author, photographer
Rick Casey, author
Liz Brinkman, new membership, mailing list
Paul Liebenberg, author, cover photo,
photographer
Ellen Metzger, photographer
Dave Waldrop, author

The Ponderosa is a quarterly publication of the Pine Ridge Association. The PRA’s mission is to enhance and
enrich the public’s experience at Henry W. Coe State Park through education and interpretation. Articles and
artwork relating to the natural history, history, and management of the park are welcome. Also, interested in
volunteering? Email Manny Pitta, mannypitta@gmail.com.
Please send submissions and ideas to the editor at: PRAnewsletter3@gmail.com
Deadline for the next issue: October 31, 2020
© 2020 The Pine Ridge Association

